Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or
recorded for legal purposes.

Essential infrastructure in this zone should pass the Exception Test.”
The four bullet points required to assess the impact on the functional flood plain have
not been adequately addressed at this stage and should be the subject of additional
assessment.
Tb 3.1

Summary of Detailed Assessment Approach
There are a number of instances where no hydraulic model is available to assess the
impact of the A14 works on the surrounding area. In these instances assumptions have
been made to quantify flood levels and the impact of climate change. As assumptions
have been made which are subjective additional assessment is required in order for any
potential impact to be justified.
Surface Water Attenuation Features
The FRA stipulates that a significant number of the surface water attenuation features
(required to manage surface water runoff from the A14 scheme) are located in Flood
Zone 3 i.e. an area considered to be at high risk of flooding – “land assessed as having
a 1 in 100 or greater annual probability of river flooding (>1%) or a 1 in 200 or greater
annual probability of flooding from the sea (>0.5%) in any year.”
The placement of a structure whose function is to facilitate adequate drainage in an area
of high flood risk is not considered best practise. Furthermore the FRA indicates the
facility will have to be bunded in order to protect it from inundation of flood waters. This
increases the risk of failure and questions the validity of the proposal on grounds of:
Health & Safety
Operational Performance
From the information provided within the FRA it is not clear if the operation of the
surface water attenuation facilities has been considered during a flood event. During a
flood event it is likely that the outfall from the facility will be drowned rendering it
inoperable in times of flood. At this stage it is difficult to ascertain if the facilities have
been designed to accommodate this requirement.
NPPF states that “inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be
avoided by directing development away from areas at highest risk”. Provision of surface
water attenuation facilities by default means they should in most circumstances be
provided in an area outside the flood plain.
Further justification for the siting of the attenuation facilities and an assessment of their
performance under flood conditions is required.
Facilities located within Flood Zone 3 include Cock Brook, Ellington Brook, Brampton
Brook, Grafton Road Drain, River Great Ouse, West Brook, Covells Drain, Uttons Drove
Drain, Oakington Brook and the Beck Brook.
Level for Level Flood Compensation
The Executive Summary of the FRA indicates that “where required level for level flood
plain compensation is proposed”. This is in accordance with EA Internal Guidance
“Flood Risk Management: Considering the use of flood plain compensation of England)”
and CIRIA Report C624 “Development and Flood Risk – Guidance for the Construction
Industry (2004)”.
However it would appear from levels quoted within the FRA that level for level
compensation has not been provided at all locations. This should be reviewed.
Locations of non-compliant flood compensation area are Cock Brook (Tb 5.1) and
Ellington Brook (Tb 6.4).
Location of Flood Compensation Areas
The Executive Summary of the FRA indicates that flood compensation areas will be
located as close as possible to the area of loss. It is a stated aim of the internal EA
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Appendix 3 – NFU Report
1. Land taken for environmental mitigation
1.1. The NFU is concerned about the area of agricultural land that is to be taken out of
production for the creation of woodland, wetland and grassland habitat. It is not
transparent as to how habitat replacement has been calculated
1.2. In the Environmental Statement (ES) (Non -technical summary) the following has
been stated:
• the objective is to ensure no net loss of valuable habitats
•

create new habitats in order to achieve a net habitat gain along the scheme

•

new habitat will be created to benefit badgers

•

maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural
planting

•

Zone of significant ecological influence and this has been informed by the
professional judgement of suitably qualified and experienced specialists.

1.3. It has been stated that the net gain would be achieved by creating new habitats along
the highways estate and in the restored borrow pit areas, with appropriate
management plans. Also that balancing ponds and swales will have a secondary
biodiversity function and to increase connectivity across the scheme to increase
habitat for key species.
1.4 In the summary overview, the ES states:
• The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271 ha of semi natural habitat,
comprising semi natural grassland and mixed woodland. It states this would
be greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat replaced.
•

The majority of habitat loss incurred as a result of the scheme is arable land.

•

There will be significant areas of replacement habitat and these areas will have
notable permanent gain including woodland 65 ha and semi improved
grassland 200 ha.

•
1.5 It has been stated that the total habitat loss is 1030 ha of which 87% would be arable land
and a loss of 20.1km linear habitat. This broken down as follows:
•

Broadleaved woodland 5.3 ha

•

Broadleaved woodland plantation 18ha offset by 66ha of planting

•

Trees 1ha – offset by 17ha

•

Hedges 7.8km = offset by 30km

•

Swamp and marginal 0.3ha offset by 11ha

1.6 As stated above it is unclear how these areas have been calculated and why these areas
have been promoted. The NFU believes that some of the areas of habitat to be created are
excessive compared with the areas being lost and this will have a significant, detrimental and
unacceptable impact on productive agricultural land and farm businesses. Further, no long
term management plan has been set out for the habitat areas or how it is to be funded.
1.7 Arable land should not be taken out of production to create an increase in habitat. Land
should only be taken for the scheme that is needed for the road itself and not to create the net
gain of 271 ha of semi natural habitat. In the HE Response to relevant representations’ it
states that mitigation areas are required to ensure that the scheme has a neutral to positive
environmental effect. The basis of mitigation should be on the following principles:
•

Seeking “like for like” as regards the area of land used

•

Delivery of quality of mitigation rather than quantity

•

Intelligently located mitigation

1.8 This will achieve the no net loss in habitat.
•

An undertaking from the promoter that insofar as reasonably practicable, the
nominated undertaker will minimise the amount of best and most versatile agricultural
land (grades 1, 2 and 3a) used for any mitigation

•

A requirement that before detailed design is complete, farm owners and tenants will
be consulted about the location of mitigation

1.9 Farm Example
Park Farm, Brampton (George Lenton Trust and Lenton Bros Ltd). The area shown on the
attached plan to the north and east of the red line is firstly to be taken for Borrow pit 2 during
construction and then to be restored to open water and floodplain compensation (areas
highlighted in blue). The other area highlighted green is to be restored to grassland, woodland
and area s with intermittent trees and shrubs. The total area is about 31 ha (76.6ac) within
which the borrow pits are about 21.8 ha (54 ac). Therefore the ecological mitigation area is
about 9.2 ha (22.6ac,). This seems an excessive area of mitigation. This area is presently
arable farmland.

2.0 Balancing ponds/Floodplain Compensation
2.1 The NFU would like to highlight that in many cases, consultation has not taken place with
farm owners and occupiers in regard to the location of balancing ponds and floodplain
compensation storage areas. Areas have just been highlighted on the plans in the
Environmental Statement (ES).
2.2 Further no explanation has been given in regard to the number of balancing ponds located
alongside the proposed road improvement scheme and further clarification is required on the
areas that have been taken for floodplain storage. The land in question is good arable land and
this should not be taken out of arable production unless it is absolutely necessary.
2.3 The Non- Technical Summary states the increase in the volume of road drainage is due to
an increase in road pavement area. This would be mitigated by designing attenuation into the
drainage system to mimic the natural response of the catchment area. There are no actual
figures given to explain that for the increase in pavement area you need however many
metres square/hectares of flood storage or on the actual number of balancing ponds required.
This should be addressed by HE.
2.4 In the HE Response (page 25 and 26) it has been highlighted that in accordance with
Defra guidance the baseline flood event to assess the with –scheme flood risk against is the
1% ( 1 in 100 years )annual exceedance probability plus 20% for climate change. The
example given still does not explain the area of land that is needed to achieve this or how that
is calculated.

2.5 In the ES at Chapter 17 para 17.5.2 it is stated how floodplain compensation would be
implemented but no figures again as to what is necessary, it states at 17.5.20 how balancing
ponds will be used to attenuate in the proposed drainage design. Three water courses have
been highlighted that will have an adverse effect and at 17.6.7 that liaison with landowners is
ongoing to resolve issues.
2.6 As far as we understand some liaison has taken place with some landowners but not
others affected by these three water courses. Also the liaison has been HE explaining what
they intend to do rather than a two way discussion to see how the flood compensation that is
necessary could be met.
2.6 Further detail is also required on the stated level-for-level floodplain compensation
storage.
2.7 The NFU believes there should be a requirement that farm owners and tenants will be
consulted about the location and number of balancing ponds and the location and extent of
floodplain compensation storage. In doing this consultation exercise H E should have to take
into account and implement any reasonable requirements of the landowner/tenant for the
protection of the farming business.
2.8 Example A
Land owned by GB & A Wilderspin Limited (New Barns Farm) has been designated to be
Borrow Pit 5 highlighted on sheet 19 of 24 and attached. The farm extends to 223 acres and it
is proposed to take 201 acres to create Borrow Pit 5. It has been stated by HE that this borrow
pit is needed to supply clay for construction purposes for the scheme. If this area is acquired
it will only leave 22 acres of the holding and the agricultural buildings and grain store
facilities will become redundant. The holding will be completely unviable and uneconomic.

Example B
Land owned by Church Commissioners for England and George Lenton Trust is designated
to be Borrow Pit 1 highlighted on sheet 3 of 24 and attached. This area is in arable production
at the present time. Currently catchment water from land drainage etc is dispersed under the
existing dual carriage way via Brampton Brook. Flood water from the tarmac surface of the
new road will be dispersed to self -contained attenuation ponds. Post construction catchment
water will still be diverted to Brampton Brook which will continue to disperse water under
the new dual carriage way. Brampton Brook does not appear to be designed to feed into the
flood storage reservoirs in the former borrow pit workings and consequently from where will
the water come from to fill the flood water reservoirs in the former borrow pits? Given the
former borrow pits are gravel based the water level will rise and fall with the water table and
won’t hold flood water in any event. These former borrow pits are also surrounded by
extensive areas of open grassland, tree planting and further areas of flood compensation. The
main question is why do these areas of flood compensation need to be created if all the water
from the surrounding catchment is to be drained away down the Brampton Brook and not into
the former borrow pit workings? All of this area south of the new road should be restored to
agricultural use after construction is completed.

3.0 Soil management: the issue
3.1 Bringing soils back to agricultural use after the construction of a major infrastructure
project is very difficult. Therefore the way the soil is stripped and stored during construction
is very important. Farmers will stress how the soil is never the same after reinstatement and
that it takes a very long time before soils can grow arable crops to the same yield and quality
after it has been disturbed. The NFU would therefore like to see Highways England
undertake particular management during a 10 year after care period.
3.2 The NFU thinks that it is essential that HE carry out the additional survey work in the
Soils Management Strategy before any soils are stripped by the contractor as stated in
response to Natural England on page 18 in the HE Response.
3.3 For example soils that were affected by the construction of HS1 and reinstated to
agricultural use are still not able to grow combinable crops to the same yield and quality as
the rest of the field. The soils that have been reinstated after this major infrastructure scheme
have lost structure and in areas water is lying in the fields in wet conditions and run off is
occurring. During this scheme no soil samples or after care was carried out.
3.4 The NFU would like to see that Highways England as the nominated undertaker or their
contractors should be required to:
•

fund an aftercare period of ten years to ensure full soil restoration, structure
and fertility

•

take soil samples when carrying out soil surveys, so as to record the baseline
of agricultural soils disturbed by the authorised works

•

survey and sample soils after construction and reinstatement and continue to
do so annually until the soil is back in a condition that is capable of providing
a similar yield to that provided before construction

•

improve the condition of the soil structure through the application of organic
content and muck and through mole ploughing and field drainage as
appropriate

4.0 Field Drainage
4.1 Field drainage will be affected along the whole route of the proposed A14 Improvement
Scheme as the construction works will cut through any existing field drains.
4.2 The nominated undertaker should be required to repair, reinstate or reconnect field
drainage as appropriate or if necessary install a new system. The NFU would like to see the
following wording included in the, The Code of Construction Practice by Highways England.
There should be a section on the procedures to be followed for field drainage and the
wording should be as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The methods to be employed in repairing damage to field drainage systems and or any
additional drainage work that may be deemed necessary shall be agreed with the
owner and or occupier as appropriate and, failing agreement, will be referred to an
expert acceptable to both parties. Where possible plans of any existing drainage
schemes should be made available.
If HE think it is necessary header drains (cut off drains) will be installed before
construction begins.
Highways England should ensure that suitably competent drainage sub -contractors
are employed.
The position of all land drains cut by or disturbed during excavation shall
immediately following their location be prominently marked.
In cases where land is let on any agricultural tenancy, agreements on repairs and
reinstatement will involve the owner except where the drainage scheme is owned by
the tenant.
After the construction of the road scheme HE will undertake to carry out all remedial
and new drainage works as agreed between themselves as the nominated undertaker
and the occupier or owner as appropriate. The timing of these works to be discussed
and agreed between HE and the occupier.

5.0 Landscape earthworks/ sustainable placement
5.1 It is clear from the Environmental Statement plans that there will be significant lengths of
bunds, landscape earthworks and sustainable placement which will take agricultural land out
of production.
5.2 The Landscape earthworks/embankments and area of sustainable placement along the line
of route are proposed to be used as areas to dispose of spoil.
5.3 HE as the nominated undertaker should be required to ensure that landscape
earthworks/embankments should not be any wider than is necessary for the purposes of the
improvement scheme in areas of best and most versatile agricultural land.
5.4 Again farm owners and tenants should be consulted about the need for and location of
landscape earthworks/embankments and the disposal of spoil, before the DCO is finalised
and approved.
5.5 In finalising the detailed design, the nominated undertaker will take into account and
implement any reasonable requirements of the owner/tenant for the protection of the farming
business.
6.0 General Consultation
6.1 In the ES (Non technical Summary) under 4.10.3 in Community and Private Assets it
states that landowners have been consulted during the design of the scheme to keep
disruption from farmland severance or changes to access to a practical minimum.
6.2 This has not taken place.
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1. Background
1.1 We are instructed to act on behalf of Basil King of Stirling Farm Cottage, Buckden Road,
Brampton, Cambridgeshire as a Tenant of various pieces of land affected by the A14 Cambridge
to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. We are instructed to make formal representations on the
scheme both on general and specific matters. The representations are made without prejudice
to making further objections/representations for different reasons, or in order to amplify these
representations.
1.2 We have requested further details on the proposed scheme from Highways England (the
“Applicant”) and their contractors but have not received all this information at the time of
submitting these representations.
1.3 Since submitting an Outline Representation on behalf of Basil King, no further contact has been
received from Highways England in respect of the scheme proposals, and therefore all the issues
raised at that time remain unchanged.
1.4 When asking for additional information from Highways England, the response has been that the
matters we have raised will be dealt with at the “detailed design stage”. We would like to
formally record the concerns which we have in respect of this statement. We do not wish to be
put into a position whereby when it comes to the “detailed design stage”, we are told the design
issues raised should have been dealt with earlier on in the scheme and it is too late. The
Applicant cannot say that he will deal with matters in dispute at a later stage. They should either
be dealt with prior to the enquiry or determined by the Inspector and/or final authority.
1.5 Basil King farms in partnership with his son Matthew who is in his mid-twenties. Their farm is
predominantly tenanted and they grow combinable crops and produce beef cattle. Under the
scheme proposals, they stands to lose 7.84 acres of arable land permanently, with a further
28.27 acres being taken on a temporary basis. In addition to this they stand to lose 15.21 acres
of grazing at View’s Common.
2. General Matters
2.1 The DCO will contain powers to acquire compulsorily as much of the Order land as is required
for the authorised development, or to facilitate or is incidental to it (Article 20 (1))
2.2 The DCO will contain temporary possession powers (Article 30(1))
a. To enter on and take temporary possession of land specified in columns (1) and (2) of
Schedule 7 for the specified purposes and any other order in respect of which no notice of
entry has been served under Section 11 of the Compulsory Purchase Act 1965
b. Remove any buildings and vegetation from that land
c. Construct temporary works on that land; and
d. Construct any permanent works specified in relation to that land in column (3) of Schedule
7 or any other mitigation works.

2.3 Schedule 1 of the DCO identifies in relation to several of the specified works the construction of
flood compensation areas, attenuation ponds and landscaping (“The Flood and Landscaping
Areas”)
2.4 Furthermore, Schedule 1 of the DCO additionally specifies soil storage areas and related matters
(“SSA’s”)
2.5 This representation on behalf of Basil C King is limited to inclusion of land in the DCO for which
compulsory acquisition and temporary possession powers are sought for the purposes of the
Flood and Landscaping Areas and SSA’s.
2.6 Basil King contends the aforesaid use of the Flood and Landscaping Areas and SSA’s are not
matters for which powers of compulsory acquisition under Article 20 and powers of temporary
possession of land under Article 30 can lawfully be included within the DCO.
2.7 Basil King understands the creation of Flood and Landscaping Areas and SSA’s will occur during
the course of construction with the proposed Highway Improvements; accordingly, for this
construction period powers of permanent compulsory acquisition of land are not required as the
affected land is not required permanently.
2.8 Furthermore, Basil King will represent that the Applicant has failed to show that the landscaping
mitigation measures are required on the scale sought at all and has failed to show by hydrological
evidence that flood alleviation areas and balancing ponds as specified are required on the scale
sought or at all.
2.9 It follows that the affected land is neither required for the developments to which the DCO will
relate, nor is required to facilitate or is incidental to that development within the meaning of
Section 122 (1) and (2)(a)-(b) of the Planning Act 2008.
2.10 Further there cannot be a “compelling case in the public interest for the land to be acquired
compulsorily” that is permanently, within the meaning of Section 122 (3) of the Planning Act
2008 where the land is only required temporarily, or where the taking of the rights would be
sufficient.
2.11 Further there is no power in the Planning Act 2008 by which a DCO may include powers of
temporary use and possession of land. A DCO may include provisions authorising the compulsory
acquisition of land, and for the matters which may be included in the DCO. The issued guidance
about the making of a DCO, which may include provisions authorising the compulsory acquisition
of land, states nothing about the inclusion of provisions for temporary possession.
2.12 In respect of the land required for the Flood and Landscaping Areas and SSA’s, the works
proposed for the said areas can be achieved by the taking of rights only and neither permanent
compulsory acquisition nor the temporary possession powers, if the latter can be lawfully
included are required. The permanent acquisition of land for such purposes is unnecessary and
would evoke the Articles of the European Convention of Human Rights.
2.13 The Applicant has failed to provide the affected owners and their agents with any feedback,
response or analysis following earlier meetings and consultations.

3. Matters Arising Specific to Debden Farm, Godmanchester
3.1 Approximately 28 acres have been identified to be used as soil storage areas. This land is well
under drained and there is significant concern on how piling additional weight onto the clay
drain will affect them. Furthermore, no confirmation has been provided as to how the soil store
will be separated from the existing topsoil. It is Basil’s strong preference that a sand layer is
used, as opposed to any synthetic materials. Synthetic materials would be extremely hard to
completely dispose of.
3.2 Throughout the duration of Basil’s tenancy, he has applied significant amount of farmyard
manure to the land, which has contributed to the improvement of the soil structure significantly.
Basil has grave concerns that, once two metres of soil is loaded on top of the existing surface,
the worms will make their way to the top, which will then be removed at the end of the scheme.
Therefore, the implications for the soil structure are severe. Further wording regarding the
treatment of soil restoration is provided within the NFU Written Representation appended
hereto.
3.3 As mentioned above, Basil regularly applies farmyard manure to the SSA allocated area, which
comes from his stored cattle on another holding. The implications of not being able to spread
this across the 28 acres, means that he will need to increase the amount spread on a smaller
area, raising concerns as to the level of nitrogen being applied to the land, which may have
further implications in terms of his Basic Payment claim and cross-compliance.
3.4 Within the soil storage area, is a pond used to breed young stock of carp, which in turn are
transported to the Rectory Farm Fishery, under Basil’s management. This small pond plays a
vital part to the running of the larger fishery, and no access provisions have been provided as to
how Basil will continue to tend to the fish. Furthermore, this pond is fed via land drains. Relating
to the above point, there is additional concern that the soil store will damage the land drains, in
turn jeopardising the pond’s water level. The land drains were not designed to withstand the
depth of soil being proposed. Careful consideration to the land drainage must be considered at
all times.
3.5 As it stands, Basil runs a successful farm shoot on the land. Upon the construction of the road,
he has regrettably confirmed that the shoot will no longer continue. Related to shooting, there
is a lot of unseen work carried out in terms of woodland management etc. for the purpose of
the shoot. This will of course cease, which will have a negative impact on the environment and
surrounding the farm. Furthermore, Basil typically releases pheasants and grey partridge within
this woodland. The grey partridge are released purely to increase their population and are not
shot.
3.6 Debden Farm is currently all baled for straw for cattle bedding. This is an integral part of Basil’s
livestock enterprise and varieties of wheat are planted which are known to produce good quality
straw. Once Basil is unable to use this land for cropping, he will be forced to import straw in. As
well as the obvious expense this will incur, there are no guarantees that Basil will be able to
obtain as good a quality straw.
3.7 There is concern over security, and as to how the soil storage area will be fenced. No additional
details have been provided about this, at this stage. We understand, that Basil has additional
concerns with regard to the pond as his carp have a significant value, and construction traffic
will be aware of this location, where previously it has been out of view. This needs further
discussion before being agreed to, hence it is being flagged now.

3.8 Basil raises a general point with regard to the damage being caused to the wildlife within the
area, and highlights the significant populations of brown hares, muntjac, water deer, as well as
the occasional Red deer. He is concerned that upon the construction of the road, this will all be
lost.
4. Matters arising specific to Views Common, Huntingdon
4.1 Basil King has farmed the land for approximately 20 years, extending to 53 acres of permanent
pasture, which forms a large proportion of his grazing land. His farm is stocked accordingly.
4.2 The scheme proposal indicates an access from the north of the View’s Common Link. Previously,
there was an access directly from the new roundabout. The roundabout option is the preferred
route, and no justification as to why it was removed, has been provided. Appendix 1 contains a
report from Canon Consulting Engineers who have been instructed to provide an engineering
assessment of the current proposals; it is noted that their views concur that an exit from the
proposed roundabout will be a preferential solution.
4.3 If it is not possible to use the access from the roundabout, then the access should be from the
south of View’s Common Link in order to access directly into the grazing area. This access should
be long enough in order to extend beyond the Ecological Investigation Area, for an articulated
lorry to completely depart from the highway.
4.4 Suitable cattle handling areas will need to be provided. It has been explained by the Applicant
that this will be discussed in further detail at the detailed design stage. In addition to this, there
will be other extensive accommodation works required, including appropriate hedging (not just
trees) and suitable water supplies.
4.5 Under the existing circumstances, Basil usually grazes approximately 35 cows and a single bull
on the land all summer. With the reduction in grazing, this means that this 35 strong herd will
need to be split into two, with grazing being sought elsewhere. Additionally, it also means that
an additional bull will be required, where previously one has sufficed. Basil will obviously incur
additional costs in this regard.
4.6 Basil would like to raise his concern with regard to the grazing of the land during the construction
phase, having already incurred numerous issues whilst Ground Investigation Work was being
carried out in respect of gates being left open etc.
4.7 Under the scheme proposals, the Flyover is due to be de-trunked with Huntingdon traffic being
directed via the View’s Common Link Road then back on to the Brampton Road in order to travel
in the same direction. It would appear far more logical and economical to leave the existing
highway (which was constructed at great expense at one point) in situ, and the restrict its use to
Huntingdon bound traffic only, in order to avoid any lorries using it. One would assume that if
the A14 improvement Scheme is constructed, then lorries would not wish to use this anyway.
The existing road layout on the Brampton Road causes a significant bottleneck already, and
would assume that this would only be worsened post works.
4.8 Basil King has further concerns with regard to how he will access his land either side of
Huntingdon with the removal of the Flyover. Agricultural vehicles by their very nature are large
and lack manoeuvrability, meaning that if they were to travel via the smaller roads this would
not only cause a danger to other road user, but make travelling between parcels of land

increasingly difficult. The implications of this could be extremely severe in terms of tending
livestock, which is a time sensitive issue, e.g. a cow calving in need of attention.
4.9 The Applicant has told Basil King that a number of his concerns will be dealt with at the
Detailed Design Stage. Accommodation Works are yet to be agreed and this will need
significant discussion. It should be recorded now, that Basil King has the above issues which
remain unresolved and the Applicant has stated that these will be dealt with at a later date.

4.10 Appended to this report is a full Written Representation submitted on behalf of the National
Farmers Union, of which my client is a member of. It should be noted that this Representation
makes references to the wider scheme proposals, some of which may not be relevant to my
client. Nevertheless, it does raise numerous issues which will be applicable to B C King, and
these should be read in conjunction with this Representation.

Michael Alexander
Brown & Co
Acre House
70C High Stree
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire
PE29 3DJ
9 June 2014

Our Ref: R341/MA/JP/20150609

Dear Michael
A14 Huntingdon
Access to Views Common
In accordance with your instruction, please find this review of the DCO submission made by
Highways England (HE) in respect of land owned by your clients at Views Common at Huntingdon.
We understand that there have been two options for access into your clients land considered by
HE. The first option formed a third arm to a new roundabout junction linking the de‐truncked A14
to the new Views Common Link. The second option, which is understood to be the most recent
proposal from HE, consists of a simple field access footway crossover from the proposed Views
Common Link.
It is considered that Views Common Link will form a principle route carrying significant traffic
serving the Hospital, Hinchingbrooke School and Huntingdon itself. The vehicles associated with
your clients land and therefore the access into Views Common will be agricultural in nature.
Although infrequent, the vehicles will be slow and potentially large (e.g. tractors and bailers with
various attachments, trailers, mowers, livestock trailers etc.).
In the first option, access is taken from the roundabout, the agricultural vehicles will be able to
safely enter and exit the site.
In the second option, which consists of a field access, large agricultural vehicles are likely block the
carriageway on Views Common Link when waiting to turn right into the access. When turning left
into the access, and pulling out of the access, the agricultural vehicles are likely to considerably
slow other traffic on the mainline Views Common Link. This could lead to driver frustration
resulting in inappropriate overtaking manoeuvres. It is likely that Views Common Link will also be
a blue light corridor for emergency vehicles associated with the Hospital so it is important that
there are no unnecessary delays along this route.
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1. Introduction
1.

This is the Written Statement of the National Farmers Union (“NFU”)

in respect of the application for a Development Consent Order by the
Secretary of State for Transport and Highways England (HE) identified as
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme Development
Consent Order 201 [...] (“the DCO”). The NFU is making a case on behalf
of its members, who are affected by the DCO. The members are listed at
Appendix 1.
2.

The NFU represents 47,000 farm businesses in England and Wales,

and additionally has 40,000 countryside members with an interest in the
farming and the country.

3.

The objectives of the NFU are to champion farming in England and

Wales and to provide professional representation and service to its members.
The matters raised in this Statement are matters not only of concern to the
farming owners of agricultural land affected by the DCO, but also of concern
to, and raise points of principle that will affect, members of the NFU having
farm holdings that may be affected by similar highway and other
infrastructure schemes.

4.

The Examining Authority (EA) identified key issues in the Rule 6

letter dated 17th April. Whilst the NFU will address those issues, it points out
that there is considerable interrelationship and overlap, and such will be
reflected in this Statement.
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2. Biodiversity and Ecological Conservation
5.

The following issues are addressed. First, the key issue identified at

table 3-1 of the HE Response to Relevant Representations (page 15), namely
as to responsibility for management and maintenance of mitigation areas; the
response of HE is that the areas will be managed as part of the HE estate in
perpetuity. NFU contend that there is no necessity to acquire the necessary
land compulsorily as the areas can be managed by the present owners subject
to restrictive covenants and/or lease terms, as has occurred in connection
with the A11 scheme.

6.

Second, and in consequence of the above, there can be no compelling

case to acquire land compulsorily for mitigation areas where landowners are
content to accept management arrangements, as above. The HE has failed to
consider whether lesser rights might suffice, or to engage with affected
owners adequately or at all. The issue of failing to make a compelling case to
take land compulsorily is considered further below.

7.

Third, the extent of habitat mitigation areas appears to be excessive,

and in any event does not appear to be justified by the areas actually lost to
habitat. The NFU contends

that land compulsorily acquired for

environmental mitigation for the scheme should only be so acquired if it is to
create an equivalent amount of environmental habitat to that which is lost
due to the scheme and no more. HE refer to a net increase of 271 ha of
natural habitat and flood compensation areas and whilst this may be laudable
from an environmental perspective the NFU contends that no compelling
case can be made out for compulsory acquisition of land that is in excess of
that required to replace habitat areas lost due to the Scheme. The compelling
case point is dealt with below and compulsory acquisition should only be
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used where “the public interest decisively so demands”. The NFU contends
that an increase in environmental and flood mitigation areas over a like for
like replacement cannot be justified. The NFU rely on paragraphs 1.1 to 1.9
of the Report of Louise Staples MRICS, FAAV at Appendix 3 below.

8.

Fourth, although HE deals with impacts on habitats and species in its

Response at Table 3-1, and refers to the need for a detailed field survey of
the agricultural land at page 18 of the Response, NFU contends that bringing
soils back to agricultural use after the construction of a major project is very
difficult, and HE should: (a) undertake management for a 10-year period; (b)
carry out additional survey work before any soils are stripped; and proceed as
advised by Louise Staples MRICS, FAAV at paragraphs 3.1-3.4 and in
respect of field drainage at paragraphs 4.1 to 4.2 of her Report at Appendix 3
below.

3 Compulsory acquisition: compelling case requirement
9.

This issue underlies many of the other issues, as identified above and

below. The HE must show a “compelling case in the public interest for the
land to be acquired compulsorily”: see section 122(3) of the Planning Act
2008 Act. Whilst there is no direct legal authority on the meaning of a
"compelling case", the following agreed examples of where a compelling
case could not be made out were put in, and referred to by, Sullivan LJ in R
(FCC Environment (UIK) Ltd) v Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change [2015] Env LR 22 at para [11] without disapproval:

(1) The land proposed to be acquired compulsorily may, on proper
analysis, be found to be excessive because the development
proposals can be constructed without needing that land to be
acquired …;
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(2) The acquisition of a right over the land, rather than its
acquisition, might suffice; and
(3) The land may be necessary but, during the course of the Panel’s
consideration of the application, the owner may agree to sell it
willingly rather than by compulsion (a common scenario in
compulsory purchase inquiries).”

10.

As discussed below, there are instances here where one or more of the

above examples apply, such that a compelling case cannot be made out.

4 Compulsory acquisition: Scale of land required for mitigation and
flood compensation areas
11.

This key issue is dealt with as Key Issue 5.3 in table 5.1 (page 25) of

the HE's Response. The NFU contends as follows.

12.

First, flood compensation areas are areas where the ground levels may

be reduced to accommodate the designed storage volumes for specified flood
events and, provided these areas remain available for such purposes, there is
no reason why they should be compulsorily acquired and held permanently
by HE. Lesser, and adequate, powers can be taken under the Planning Act
2008 to acquire rights to make and maintain such areas leaving the freehold
land with the present owners. As such powers are available, there is no
compelling case to permanently compulsorily acquire such land.

13.

Second, the same point applies to mitigation areas, where there is an

equally strong case that such land can provide mitigation through the taking
of lesser rights than compulsory acquisition.

14.

Third, that, for the reasons articulated at paragraphs 1.1 to 1.9 and 2.1

to 2.8 of

the report of the NFU (Louise Staples, MRICS, FAAV. at
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Appendix 3, the areas sought are too excessive, in any event. The letter of
WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff dated 11th June 2015 at Appendix 4 deals with
flood risk assessment and makes clear at on page 2 that, in summary, there
are a number of instances where no hydraulic model is available to assess
the impact of the A14 scheme.

5 Compulsory acquisition: permanent acquisition of land for borrow pits
15.

This key issue is identified at pages 26, 55-56 (Tables 5.3 and 7.3) and

table 15-1 on page 141 of the HE Response, although the real issue as to
whether land should be compulsorily acquired for borrow pits is not directly
addressed by HE. The NFU contends as follows.

16.

First, that there is an adequate number of quarries available in the

neighbourhood from which adequate volumes of necessary materials can be
drawn, and HE has not adequately or at all addressed these sources: see
Appendix 1, the report of T Troman FRICS of Wardell Armstrong, and the
letter dated 29th May 2015 from AmeyCespa confirming the local
availability of significant volumes of clay locally.

17.

Second, as the excavation of borrow pits involves less depth, but

larger land areas, for the given volume extracted, in comparison with the
excavation

for

the

same

volume

in

existing

quarries,

additional

environmental impacts occur than would otherwise be the case if material
was taken from existing quarries for which the HE appears to have made no
allowance.

18.

Third, in consequence of creating the Borrow pits to extract material

that would not otherwise be required, save for the scheme, the consequential
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land filling and/or mitigation works are additional measures that would not
be required if materials are extracted from existing quarries for which the HE
has not allowed for. Further, less land would have to be taken out of
agricultural production with a consequential reduction in the direct impact on
farming businesses.

19.

Fourth, and in consequence of the above, HE has not made a

compelling case to take land permanently for borrow pits, when lesser rights
might be sought.

6 Compulsory acquisition: incorporation of mining code
20.

This issue is addressed by the HE at table 5-1, page 26, and Table 7.3

page 55, of the HE Response. HE state that compensation is due in
connection with the sterilisation of minerals along the route (page 26), and
that compensation is payable for the loss of the minerals taken for the
purposes of the Scheme (page 27). HE relies on paragraph 2, schedule 2 to,
the Acquisition of land Act 1981, which is a reference to the mining code
intended to be incorporated in the DCO. Under paragraph 2(1) of that
schedule, an authority is not entitled to acquire any mines under any land
acquired unless they have been expressly purchased, and all mines are
deemed excepted out of any conveyance unless expressly named and
conveyed. But, under the following paragraph 2(2), paragraph 2(1) of that
schedule, "shall not apply to minerals necessarily extracted or used in the
construction of the undertaking" (emphasis added). Accordingly one infers
that HE is contending that the minerals can be taken and will be compensated
for as they will be "necessarily extracted or used in the construction of the
undertaking". An acknowledgment that such minerals will be compensated
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for is noted, and accepted, but the NFU continues to query whether such
minerals can be taken at all where the mining code applies.

21.

Two points can be made about the words "necessarily extracted or

used in the construction of the undertaking". First, the materials sought to be
taken from the borrow pits are not "necessarily extracted" if there are
existing quarries from which the material can be extracted.

22.

Second, the relevant part of the mining code in schedule 2 to the 1981

Act is derived from section 77 of the Railways Clauses Consolidation Act
1845, and therefore the case law that interpreted that section, particularly the
words "necessarily extracted or used in the construction of the undertaking",
is likely to apply to the proper interpretation of schedule 2, paragraph 2. In
Eversfield v Mid-Sussex Rly Co (1858) 44 ER 1278, where land was sought
to be taken from E to enable soil extraction for use, not on land taken from E
for the railway, but elsewhere for the railway. Knight Bruce LJ, in the Court
of Appeal in Chancery, said (at pp1279-1280) :

It is completely proved that neither the ownership nor use of the
land is needed by [the railway company], except for the purpose of
obtaining there and removing thence soil now forming part of the
inheritance to be, when so converted into … moveable goods (such
as gravel becomes when dug out of a gravel pit and carried to
another place), used as materials for repairing or embanking the
railway, not upon the parcel of land in question, but elsewhere.
It does not, however, appear that good and sufficient soil for
this purpose cannot be obtained by them elsewhere at a convenient
distance and a reasonable price …"

23.

Further, in the same case, Turner LJ said (at p1280):
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"There is not one witness on the part of the [railway] company who
ventures to swear that the piece of land is necessary for the
purposes of making and maintaining the railway and works, except
[D], the sub-contractors, who … says that it was the cheapest and
most convenient land, and in fact necessary for the company to
possess.
No reliance, however, can, I think, be placed on the statement of
this witness on the question of necessity, when we see what meaning
he attaches to the word "necessary", for he considers it to be
necessary because it is cheap and convenient"

24.

If HE's purpose in acquiring the borrow pits is because it is cheaper

and more convenient to obtain the require material this way, rather than from
existing quarries, and the land is not to be used to build a road on, then the
consequence of the Court's interpretation of "necessary" is that that purpose
is not necessary, and the mining code will not have the effect that HE
suggest.

7 Compulsory acquisition: temporary possession powers
25.

The key issue here is whether there is any statutory power in the 2008

Act to take temporary possession of land, as identified in Article 30 of the
DCO. Where temporary possession is taken, no interest in land is acquired;
all that happens is that the owner of the affected interest is dispossessed for a
temporary period of time. Temporary possession power is far more akin to
the exercise of a requisition power, for which there would be an express
provision, such as in the Defence of the Realm Acts. The consequences of
the exercise of a purported temporary power are serious and can be very
significant.
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26.

In its Response, HE relies on the following reasons in support of the

inclusion of a power of temporary possession: see Table 7.3, pages 51-53 of
the Response. To each reason, the NFU provides a contrary argument.

27.

First, HE relies on s.120(3) of the 2008 Act, that a DCO "may make

provision relating to or to matters ancillary to, the development for which
consent is granted". Plainly, and in stark contrast to the express words
authorising the compulsory acquisition of land in section 122(1) of the 2008
Act, section 120(3) does not expressly authorise temporary possession
powers. There is judicial guidance as to how expropriatory legislation should
be interpreted. In Prest v Secretary of State for Wales (1983) 81 LGR 193, in
the Court of Appeal, Lord Denning MR said:
It is clear that no Minister or public authority can acquire any land
compulsorily except the power to do so be given by Parliament: and
Parliament only grants it, or should only grant it, when it is
necessary in the public interest. In any case, therefore, where the
scales are evenly balanced — for or against compulsory acquisition
w the decision — by whomsoever it is made — should come down
against compulsory acquisition. I regard it as a principle of our
constitutional law that no citizen is to be deprived of his land by any
public authority against his will, unless it is expressly authorised by
Parliament and the public interest decisively so demands: and then
only on the condition that proper compensation is paid, see A-G v
de Keyser's Royal Hotel Ltd [1920] AC 508. If there is any
reasonable doubt on the matter, the balance must be resolved in
favour of the citizen.
[Emphasis added]

28.

In the same case, Watkins LJ said:
The taking of a person's land against his will is a serious invasion
of his proprietary rights. The use of statutory authority for the
destruction of those rights requires to be most carefully scrutinised.
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The courts must be vigilant to see to it that that authority is not
abused.

29.

The propositions set out above from Prest were cited and or approved

by Lord Collins (at [10]), Lord Phillips (para [115]) and Lord Hope in the
Supreme Court in R (Sainsburys Supermarkets Ltd) v Wolverhampton City
Council [2011] 1 AC 437.

30.

Depriving an owner of possession of his land for a temporary period

falls within the compass of the above judicial guidance. There is no express
such authorisation in the 2008 Act. There is more than reasonable doubt, and
the balance must be resolved in favour of the citizen.

31.

The second reason relied on by HE is that section 120(4) of the Act

states that provision that may be made under section 120(3) includes matters
in schedule 5, Part 1, and in particular para 2:

"The creation, suspension or extinguishment of, or interference
with, interests in or rights over land (including rights of navigation
over water), compulsorily or by agreement".
But, "interests in or rights over land" must be recognisable legal interests or
rights in land, recognised under section 1 of the Law of Property Act 1925,
for unless they are, they will not be capable of binding successors in title: no
such interests or rights are created, suspended or extinguished by temporary
possession. An "interference with an interest in or right over land" must be
such as would otherwise be an actionable interest in a court of law, a
nuisance such as the creation of noise, vibration, obstruction of a right of
light or of support. Whilst dispossessing a person of his land for a temporary
period would be actionable by a possession action, in the absence of statutory
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powers, the use of the expression "interference with … an interest(s) in or
rights over land" does not aptly or accurately describe dispossessing someone
of his interest in land. In the law of nuisance and property, interference is not
the same as dispossession. There remains reasonable doubt as to whether the
provision relied on by HE includes a temporary possession power, and this
must be decided in favour of the citizen.

32.

Thirdly, HE say that the word "includes" in section 120(3) means the

list of matters in schedule 5 is not exhaustive. The principal answer to this is
the legal propositions derived from the case law above, would apply. There is
no clear express provision for compulsorily depriving a person of possession
of land, there is reasonable doubt, and it would be decided in favour of the
citizen. The other answer is that additional powers must be of the same
category as those listed by virtue of the legal rule of ejusdem generis that
general words cannot extend the list of specific categories beyond the scope
of those specific categories.

33.

Fourth, HE refer to the repealed provision of section 38 of the 2008

Act that enabled the Minister to prescribe "model provisions", and that the
original model provisions granted temporary possession powers (Response,
Page 52). Those model provisions no longer have any statutory effect, as HE
acknowledges. One conclusion to be drawn from repealed provisions, is that
the Minister had doubt about the legal validity of the model provisions, or
some parts. The other conclusion is that reliance on withdrawn provisions
cannot possible justify an existing clear and express power to take temporary
possession.
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34.

The fifth reason relied on by the HE is that the vast majority of DCOs

made to date contain temporary possession powers. That is not a reason for
contending that the legislation authorises temporary possession powers. The
NFU understands that in practice side agreements are very frequently agreed
where temporary powers are initially sought. NFU understands that HE has
not sought to agree any such agreements here, although there remains a
willingness by the affected landowners and tenants to engage in such side
agreements.

8 Comments on the draft DCO
35.

The NFU's comments are limited to matters arising out of the above

issues:
(1)

the exclusion of mitigation land from permanent acquisition
where lesser rights may be obtained in place to secure the
relevant mitigation;

(2)

the exclusion of excess land for flood alleviation, and in any
event, where lesser rights may be obtained in place to secure
availability for flood alleviation;

(3)

the exclusion of excess land for habitat mitigation

(4)

the exclusion of land for borrow pits;

(5)

clarification of the application of the mining code;

(6)

exclusion of land identified for the potential exercise of
temporary possession powers.

9. Access issues through Huntingdon
36.

Table 5-3 (page 35) of the HE Response explains that access through

Huntingdon by vehicles will be permissible where a licence is granted by the
local highway authority. The NFU contends that there should be a blanket
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exemption for the need of a licence for all agricultural vehicles and
machinery. If a licence is required this will prove to be unnecessarily
burdensome for the farming community who require access on these roads
just as other businesses do. The grant of a licence annually implies the
licence can be either subject to conditions or even revoked in the future. .

Statements of Common Ground
37.

In the HE Response it states HE is committed to working with

landowners on the preparation of Statements of Common Ground. To date
the NFU is not aware of any such Statements being completed and many
landowners are yet to be approached with a draft Statement for consideration.
There has been a serious lack of engagement by HE, see in particular
paragraphs 6.1 to 6.2 of the reports of Louise Staples MRICS, FAAV at
Appendix 3.
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